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My interest

As a social work practitioner.... (16 years)

As a “closet techie”.

PhD on *Structured Decision Making* tools, embedded in the ICMS.

Research Project Background

**Ethnography** – observation (participatory) and interviews with managers, team leaders, practitioners, IT managers... From choosing IS, specifications, implementation, evaluation.

Theoretically **social informatics**: "the interdisciplinary study of the design, uses and consequences of information technology that takes into account their intersection with institutional and cultural contexts" (Kling, 1999, p. 1).
Research Project Background

NGOs in Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and Scotland.

Governments – Australia, New Zealand, England, Ireland...

Different stages of design, implementation, evaluation.

Ongoing recruitment.
Key idea

Engineering systems theory (Hollnagel and Woods, 2005).

2 principles:

1. Technology must enhance our ability to do something and/or

2. Make possible something that we could not previously do (something useful).
“[u]nfortunately, the extensive use of computers has created an equally large number of possibilities for making simple tasks unnecessarily complex” (Hollnagel and Woods, 2005, p. 37).

What’s the problem?

• they impair the decision making of frontline practitioners

IS configure the user, impose a form of logic that does not apply to social and individual problems
What’s the problem

- they are not "fit for purpose"

IS not specifically designed for social work. Old fashioned transactional databases modified to include social work lexicon and processes.
What’s the problem?

• they are over-complex and a source of frustration to practitioners

Hundreds of possible fields to fill in, complicated by workflows that follow from this.

What if circumstances change and affect an assessment or decision? Can’t go backwards through workflow or change assessment, have to wait for helpdesk (up to two weeks).
What’s the problem?

- the demands that they make of practitioners' work time take them away from the core business of working with the clients of social welfare agencies

Practitioners expect to spend from half their time up to 80% servicing the IS rather than working with service users. Many admin tasks have been transferred to social workers, admin support diminished. Recent fieldwork, all admin transferred to social workers, remaining admin no access to IS.
What’s the problem?

• they are costly to purchase, implement and maintain but impair rather than improve organisational efficiency

Austerity measures in England...reduced numbers of staff....yet still spending millions on IS.

No evidence that services are improved.
Solutions - theoretically

Procedural modelling (IS) vs contextual modelling (social work)

Different forms of logic limit the utility of IS for social workers, hence lower expectations, reduce workflows = information repository (rather than complex IS based on a practice framework like Signs of Safety).
Solutions - practically

Participatory design- what information must be recorded, by whom, when and why (minimal dataset)

Clear rationale – evaluation, developing algorithm based decision support tools, accountability
Solutions - practically

Simplicity rather than complexity

Admin support – get social workers back to working with service users mostly.
Current developments

• Predictive risk modelling using admin data

• Algorithm based decision support tools

Modeling and predicting which service users need more services or early intervention...
Predictive risk modelling in child protective services in New Zealand. Millions of dollars spent but project abandoned – *mislabeled data*.

*Rapid Safety Feedback program* in Chicago – shut down after it became wildly inaccurate – it assigned a 100% chance of death or serious injury in the next two years to 369 children, all under age 9 – *sample bias*.

Problems were foreseeable.

Better models are being developed but....

Need better quality data (accuracy and completeness) to improve upon accuracy at 70-80%.
The future

Simple but accurate datasets created by social workers with admin support about service delivery... (inexpensive comparatively, social workers to spend 80% of time working with service users).

Datasets that contain information pertinent to evaluation, accountability and research (including possible predictive risk modelling).

How we do that is contained in the following published articles:


